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Dear Colleagues,

It is my pleasure to invite you to attend **9th International Conference "New Technologies, Development and Application NT-2023"**. Conference hosts are Academy of Sciences and Arts of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Society for Robotics of Bosnia and Herzegovina, University "Džemal Bijedić" of Mostar, University of Tuzla, University of Zenica, Sarajevo School of Science and Technology, International Burch University of Sarajevo, International association for Technological, Development and Innovations Ukraina and Technology park INTERA Mostar. **Conference will be held in Sarajevo from 22th to 24th June 2023.** Conference will gather scientists and entrepreneurs to exchange knowledge and to implement new technologies in practice.

The topics of interest include but are not limited to the following:

- **Track 1:** Mechanical, Industry 4.0 and Intelligent Systems
- **Track 2:** Computer Science, Information and Communication Technologies
- **Track 3:** Traffic and Transport Systems, Logistics and Intelligent Systems
- **Track 4:** New Technologies in the Energy, Fluids, Power Quality and Advanced Electrical Power Systems
- **Track 5:** Civil, Structural and Environmental Engineering and Chemical Processes
- **Track 6:** The Field of Geodesy, Construction, New Materials and Sustainable Innovation
- **Track 7:** Social Sciences, Management, E-business and Entrepreneurships

All information about conference, including topics, deadlines, manuscript templates, etc could be found at conference webpage: [www.icnt.ba](http://www.icnt.ba)

https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=nt2023

Submitted paper should be written in four to eight (4 - 8) pages.

For further questions contact us by e-mail.

ic.newtech@gmail.com

Sincerely!

**Contact person:** Isak Karabegović, Academy of Sciences and Arts of Bosnia and Herzegovina

**E-mail:** isak1910@hotmail.com

**PS:** Send papers by 30 December 2022

All papers from the 9th International Conference “New Technologies, Development and Application” NT-2023, will be published by “SPRINGER” Deutschland.

(Springer)


All original and research papers from the 9th International Conference „New Technologies, Development and Application NT-2023“, which successfully pass the review process, will be published in the journal SN Applied Sciences (ISSN 2523-3971)

(Springer Nature)

(Web page: [https://www.springer.com/snappliedsciences](https://www.springer.com/snappliedsciences))
Dear Colleagues,

It is my pleasure to invite you to attend the 9th International Conference "New Technologies, Development and Application NT-2023". The Conference hosts are: Academy of Sciences and Arts of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Society for Robotics of Bosnia and Herzegovina, University “Džemal Bijedić” of Mostar, University of Tuzla, University of Zenica, University of Sarajevo, International University of Sarajevo, Sarajevo School of Science and Technology, International Burch University of Sarajevo, International Association for Technological Development and Innovations Ukraina and Technology park INTERA Mostar. The Conference will be held in Sarajevo from 22th to 24th June 2023 in the premises of the Academy of Sciences and Arts of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The topics of interest include but are not
• **Track 1:** Mechanical, Industry 4.0 and Intelligent Systems
• **Track 2:** Computer Science, Information and Communication Technologies
• **Track 3:** Traffic and Transport Systems, Logistics and Intelligent Systems
• **Track 4:** New Technologies in the Energy, Fluids, Power Quality and Advanced Electrical Power Systems
• **Track 5:** Civil, Structural and Environmental Engineering
• **Track 6:** The Field of Geodesy, Construction, New Materials and Sustainable Innovation
• **Track 7:** Social Sciences, Management,

The Conference will gather scientists and entrepreneurs to exchange knowledge and to implement new technologies in practice. All information about the conference, including topics, deadlines, manuscript templates, etc. are available at the conference webpage: [www.icnt.ba](http://www.icnt.ba)

[https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=nt20223](https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=nt20223)

NT-2023 proceedings will be published in Springer series "Lecture Notes in Networks and Systems" and submitted for consideration to Web of Science, SCOPUS, INSPEC, WTI Frankfurt eG, zbMATH and SCImago.

Submitted papers should be written in four to eight (4-8) pages. For further questions you may contact us by e-mail:
ic.newtech@gmail.com,
Sincerely!
Contact person: Isak Karabegović, University of Bihać, Bosnia and Herzegovina
isak1910@hotmail.com

PS. Full papers submission deadline: 25th December 2022

Prof. Isak Karabegović, PhD, President of the Organizing Committee
Academy of Sciences and Arts of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bistrik 7.
71000 Sarajevo
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Tel: ++387 61 138 856
E-mail: isak1910@hotmail.com
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